
 
 
 
To Whom it May Concern 
 
Re: Realisation of the major installed artwork, tRAKa-tRAKn by 
Gamilaraay/Wailwan artist r e a. 
 
I am writing in support of the development, creation and production of r e a ‘s 
new video, animation and soundscape, tRAKa-tRAKn. This ambitious and 
original project will be made on Country, in the Pilliga Scrub of north western 
NSW. tRAKa-tRAKn responds creatively to the deepening crisis of Indigenous 
youth suicide in regional Australian towns. The work takes as it's starting point 
a Gamilaraay/Wailwan survival story titled, Burra Bee Dee (flying mice), which 
teaches young people about the importance of healing on and in country. A 
timely and highly significant work, upon completion tRAKa-tRAKn will be 
shared with the artist’s home community of Coonabarabran, before being 
shared more widely.  
 
r e a is a leading Aboriginal artist who has produced an important body of 
work over the past thirty years. She was among the first Indigenous artists to 
work in digital photography and the Art Gallery of New South Wales is 
fortunate to have displayed and acquired her work. Having curated r e a’s 
works into collection displays, I have seen her works resonate deeply with 
diverse audiences. I have also had the great pleasure of seeing Indigenous 
youth learn of r e a’s works for the first time and immediately respond to the 
ideas, imagery and perspectives embedded with the works, which are easily 
relatable to their own experiences.  
 
Given r e a’s ability to connect with audiences and Indigenous audiences in 
particular tRAKa-tRAKn has great potential. I am most interested in seeing 
this project realised and in continuing discussions on this project with r e a in 
view of tRAKa-tRAKn being available for display from 2021 onwards. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any further details.  
 
Kind regards, 
 

 
Cara Pinchbeck 

Senior curator Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art 

 
 
 


